'walls' which define separate spaces; limed oak is the principal joinery used, with mahogany for the angled counter and banquette seating in the adjoining bar.
A Quiet Room and Common Room mark the two corners of this areathe latter having stained sycamore panelling and the former deep green baize walls for some of the Society's collection of oil paintings. At the back of the ground floor areaand lit by a continuous line of angled glazingis the Fellows' restaurant.
Domus Medica: Situated on the first floor, three wings of study-bedroom accommodation are arranged in a square U-plan form around the central light well. A rectangular sitting area, lined in burgundy-stained ash panelling, overlooks the central conservatory; this is linked to a reception area (where study-bedroom reservations and room service are handled) lined with sycamore panelling and narrow, mirrored insets.
Since conception of the outline development to completion of the refurbishment of the Society's original headquarters buildingbegun in May and expected to be complete early in 1986 -more than a decade will have been spanned, with costs approaching £14 million.
Section news

Section of Radiology
The Section held its Families Evening on 20 December 1984 and were entertained by Surgeon Commander Frank Golden, Royal Navy, to a lighthearted lecture on the general topic 'Survival in cold, wind and water'.
In the initial part of his talk, he associated popular anthropological theories concerning the migration of early primitive man during the ice ages, to current understanding of thermoregulatory physiology. He explained how Homo erectus, like his presentday successor, was a tropical animal and only those with the necessary intelligence, cunning and guile managed to survive during the last ice age the severest weather in the northern hemisphere for over 100 million years. He postulated that perhaps it was through this process of natural selection that Homo sapiens evolved.
It was made quite clear that physiological adaptation plays little part in man's ability to endure cold climates; instead he is dependent on intelligent use of clothing, shelter and energy.
The current high demand for energy is, however, involving man in exploration in regions of the world which are environmentally hostile. Commander Golden then went on to outline some of the hazards faced by current oil exploration workers and military personnel operating in these extremes of climate.
The talk was illustrated with video, showing the adverse effects of cold water on manual dexterity, swimming ability and the probability of drowning from wave splash in rough seas even when wearing a lifejacket. The dangers associated with various stages of immersion were also described and supporting experimental data presented.
In the discussion which followed questions were asked about volunteers (they were servicemen being paid extra; all experiments had to have prior ethical approval); the value of shivering and the diving response (reflex apnoea, bradycardia and circulatory adjustments found in diving animals).
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